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Observation of Nonlinear Acoustic Effects in a B-Scan
Imaging Instrument
dependent3-MHz center frequencytransducers of approximately 70-mm diameter, focused at a distanceof 355
mm. Compared to the majority of ultrasonic imaging systems, the Octoson features an unusually long focal length
and large water delay line between transducers and targets. This provides a useful flexibility in clinical and scientific
studies [8], but is also a critical factor in the genINTRODUCTION
of finiteamplitudeeffects.TheOctosonrubber
eration
T IS WELL-KNOWN that finite amplitude effects can
membrane
used for clinical studies was removed from the
occur in water at bigmedical frequencies and intensities
water bath surface for the purposes
of this study, and a
[l]-[4], and the production of finite amplitude distortion
Saran Wrap coupling bag filled with approximately 2 cm
in pulsed fields from diagnostic ultrasonic equipment has
[5]-[6].Thedistortion of a of water and 2 cm of castor oil was placed in contact with
recentlyreceivedattention
A hydrophone was inserted
propagating pure tone wave can be characterized, in the theOctosonwaterbath.
through
the
castor
oil
layer,
which served as an acoustic
time domain, by the formation of a “sawtooth” wave apabsorber,
and
was
positioned
in the water layer. The hypearance, or in the frequency domain by the generation of
drophone
was
a
l-mm
diameter
polyvinylidenefluoride
harmonics. A shock parameter U provides a useful char(PVDF)
receiver
(Medicoteknisk
Institut,
Denmark), havacterization of these effects, with U = 1 representing weak
a
flat
frequency
response
between
1
and
10 MHz [9].
ing
shock, and U = 3 indicating mature hard shock [ l ] . The
The
probe
was
located
approximately
1
0
mm
proximal to
magnitude of U is related to the nonlinear parameter B/A
the nominal focal region (at 345 mm from the transmitter)
of the medium, to the propagation distance
through the
for these studies and was carefully aligned to maximize
medium, and the source intensity and frequency. Thus an
the
received signal within the converging
beam. The hyultrasonic instrument using a combination of high source
drophone
output
was
directly
connected
toan oscillointensities, high frequencies, and long water delay paths
scope,
and
the
amplified
oscilloscope
output
was conmay be capable of operating in the 1 < U < 3 region of
nected
to
a
spectrum
analyzer.
A
single
transducer
was
shock wave production. This is undesirable for a number
made
to
continue
pulsing
while
remaining
stationary,
of reasons. From a safety standpoint, interactions and pothrough selection of “M Mode” operation. The acoustic
tential bioeffects of shock waveson tissueare notwell
power
output of the transmitter was adjusted by changing
described.Fromimagingconsiderations,theproduction
the
“dB”
setting on the Octoson controls, variable in 1of shock waves can cause a saturation effect [ l ] , where
dB
increments
between 0 (lowest)and 45 (highest) dB.
increasing source intensities do not produce correspondThe
experiments
were performed in a water bath tempering increases in field intensities.Beampatternscanbe
ature
of
35
“
C
,
which
is the normal operating temperature
enlarged [ 2 ] ,degrading lateral resolution. Finally, any enfor
the
Octoson.
A
“tissue
equivalent”phantom(backergy converted to higher harmonics is lost to the effects of
scatter,
sound
speed,
and
attenuation
similartovalues
higher attenuation in media and signal rejection by bandfound
in
soft
tissue)
from
RMI
Corporation
(Middleton,
limitedtransducersandreceiveramplifiers.Thiscould
WI)
was
used
to
evaluate
images
at
varying
power levels.
lead to a decreased penetration depth in an imaging sysA
separate
test
of
receiver,
amplifier,
and
spectrum
anatem. The material presented herein illustrates the onset
lyzer
linearity
was
also
made
to
ensure
that
any
observed
of weak shock conditions in a clinical B-scan instrument.
distortions were generated in the water and did not repMETHODS
resentmeasurementartifacts.Inthesetests,thePVDF
The B-scan instrument used in this study was the Oc- hydrophone was again connected through the oscilloscope
toson (Ausonics, Ltd., Australia) which features eight in- amplifier to the spectrum analyzer, andwas located 1 cm
from the surface of a 2.5-cm diameter, l MHz, ceramic
ManuscriptreceivedDecember
7. 1983; revisedAugust 3, 1984. This transducer. The short propagation path from transmitter
work was supported under Grant\ from the Whitaker Foundation and the
to receiver eliminates the possibility of shock wave forUnited States Public Health Service (GM-09933).
mationforintensities below 50 W/cm2. The transducer
The author is with the Department of Electrical Engineering. University
of Rochester. Rochester. NY 14627. USA.
was driven at 1 MHz and later at 3 MHz by a power amAbstmct-Finite amplitude distortion in acoustic waves can be produced by a commercial B-scan imaging instrument which
has an unconventionally long water delay path. The presence of harmonic signal
componentsathigh power output is compared to theoreticalpredictions, and the significance of these findings are discussed. It is shown
thatimagingpropertiesare
not noticeablyaffectedunderthe
weak
shock ( U = I) conditions.
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plifier with controllable gain.Linearity was determined
by plotting the increase in received signal, measured on
the spectrum analyzer, for known increases in radio frequency (RF) voltage applied to the transducer. The test
system remained linear at both 1 and 3 MHz to a receiver
level of 50 dB above noise, where second and third harmonic components were first noted.
In comparison, waveforms from the Octoson were measured at 0 to 30 dB above noise, well within the linear
range of the hydrophone spectrum analyzer combination.
THEORY
For spherically converging waves propagating in a nonattenuating medium, the shock parameter is defined
by
[l], l101
U

= &kR ln(R/r)

(1)

where R is the effective radius of the spherical source, r
the distance from the centerof curvature, k is the acoustic
wavenumber, and

+ B/2A

0

= 1

E

= (21, X 10’ / p

(2)
c3)1/2.

(3)

In the above expressions,
Z, is the rms source intensity
(W/cm2), and p and c are the density and sound speed of
the medium in CGS units [ l ] . Using typical values for a
water medium with BIA = 5.2, p = 1 gm/cm3, and c =
1.5 x lo5 cm/s, (1) becomes
B =

1.161

X

lO-”fR In(R/r) (ls)”*

(4)

wherefis the fundamental frequency. Equation (4) shows
that, forany fixed frequency,focusedtransducer,and
source intensity, the shock parameter will grow larger as
apropagating wave nearsthe focalregion(as r grows
smaller). Where U = 1, the distortion can be classified as
weak shock, where the fundamental has lost 1 dB to harmonic generation, and the second and third harmonics are
8 and 15 dB below the fundamental [l]. To characterize
the experiments reported herein, we assume thatR = 35.5
cm corresponding to the lens focal length, r = 1.0 cm,
andf = 3.1 X lo6 Hz. Under these conditions, (4) shows
that a source intensity of approximately Z, = 0.05 W/cm2
will produce weak shock conditions, U = 1, at the observation point. Changing the values of R h to 36.5 cm12.0
cm yieldsasourceintensity
of Z, = 0.07 W/cm2 when
B = 1. Thus weak shock conditions can theoretically be
produced in the Octoson waterdelay tank, at locations near
the focal region, when the source intensities
are on the
order of 50-70 mW/cm2.

(C)

Fig. 1. Spectra of receivedsignalnear focal region.Horizontalscale:
I
MHzidiv. Vertical scale: 10 dB/div. White marker lines indicate 3.0,6.0.
and 9 MHz. Spectra are obtained for output levels of (a) 36 dB (b)40 dB
(c) 45 dB. 45 dB represents the maximum power output level of the instrument.

was set at 36, 40, and 45 dB. The growth of the signal at
3.1 MHz and harmonics are plotted in Fig. 2, which demonstrates that at the highest power output level of 45 dB,
the signal at the center frequency of 3.1 MHz is down approximately 1 dB from its expected value (assuming that
each 1 dB increase in transmitted power would yield a 1
dBincrease in measuredsignal).Thesecondandthird
harmonics are, respectively, 10 and 17 dB below the fundamental at the highest power output. These data agree
quite well with the theoretical description of U = 1 conditions.Thepressure
waveforms measuredatdifferent
source intensity levels are shown in Fig. 3. Some deviation
from sinusoidal wave shape is evident at the45 dB setting.
RESULTS
To verify that the nonlinear effects were
due to the meNo evidence of finite amplitude effects was observed dium and not generated by the shock excited output transover a wide rangeof transmit power levels commonly used ducer,thewaveformswerealsomeasured
atshorter
for clinical examinations. However, at the highest 5 dB ranges. At 45 dB power output and approximately 200 mm
range of power output, the second andthird harmonic sig- range,themagnitude
of the spectrumat 3.1 MHz had
nals were observed. Fig. 1 shows a spectrum analyzer dis- dropped by approximately 10 dB (compared to the signal
play of the received signal, where the transmitted power measuredat 345 mm range), but theharmoniccompo-
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GAIN SETTING
Fig. 2. Graph of the spectral magnitude (in dB above noise) versus transducer output power level (in dB) for signal components at 3.1, 6.3, and
9.5 MHz. The relative signal strengths at highest power output, 45 dB,
are close to the theoretical description of U = 1 weak shock conditions.

(C )

Fig. 3. Pressure waveforms near the focal region, at increasing power output levels. Horizontal scale: 0.2 psecidiv. Output power levels are (a) 36
dB, vertical scale 2 mVidiv. (b) 39 dB, vertical scale adjusted between
2 and 5 mVldiv. (c) 45 dB, vertical scale 5 mVldiv.

nents were at or below the noise floor. Thus the observed U = 1 shockconditions. Theengineeringspecifications
acoustic field could not be described by the linear super- for the Octoson [7] quote a typical maximum acoustic outputof 4 pJ/pulse. Assuming this energy is transmitted
position of a signal and harmonics originating from the
transmitter, even accounting for a smaller focal region and over a pulse length of 1 ps, and is uniformly output over
higher focal gainof the second harmonic assuming linear, the full surface area of the transducer, a pulse averaged
source intensity of 1, = 0.11 W/cm2 is obtained. This is a
diffraction limited focusing.
Other calculations support the case for observation of factor of two higher than thevalue predicted by theory for
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(C)
Fig. 4. CompoundB-scanimages of a phantomcontaininginternaltargets, taken at increasing power levels. TGC values are flat over the entire
scan, but are adjusted to compensate for the change in power levels
between scans. Output levels are (a) 34 dB (b) 38 dB (c) 45 dB.

weak shockproduction. However, thequoted valuewas
not verified in this study, and the theory used in these calculations neglects any attenuation losses within the water
path, neglects the broad band nature
of the transmitted
pulse, and does not account for beam diffraction effects,
which are especially important near the focus.
However,
the theory is useful in providing an estimate of the source
levels required to initiate finite amplitude distortion. Additionalderivations have recentlybeenpresentedtoaccount for attenuation losses [Ill and beam diffraction effects [ 121.
The effects of weak shock formation on image quality
wereassessed by comparingB-scanimagesobtainedat
different power outputs. Three effects of finite amplitude
distortion could be considered to degrade image quality:
a saturationeffectwhereincreasingpower
does not increasepicturebrightness,a
lateral resolutionreduction
caused by beam broadening, and increased apparent at-

tenuation, as energy converted to higher harmonics would
behighlyattenuated
in themedium. To determinethe
presence or absenceof these effects, images of a phantom
containing targets were made atpower output levels of 34,
38, and 45 dB. A flat transmit gain control (TGC) curve
was used, but the level was adjusted in each case to produce a standard grey scale brightness in the first few millimeters of each image. Fig. 4 shows compound images
produced using two transducers with focal regions positioned near the surface of the phantom. Only in the highest power output image (45 dB) is significantenergy at
higherharmonicsincident on thephantom. A closeinspection of targets within the phantom reveals that the lateral resolution is not degraded in the high power, weak
shock case. Also, the apparent attenuation in each of the
images is nearly identical. This would indicate that signal
reduction caused by attenuation within the phantom, and
beam broadening beyond the focal region, limits the pro-
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duction of additional finite amplitude effects. The system, effects in water at highest power outputs, it is unlikely that
in effect, has returned to linear conditions. A slight satu- weak shock conditions are present near the focal region in
ration effect occurs at higher power levels, however. The routine clinical examinations.
transmit gain control level in the above experiments was
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However, some uses of the Octoson where the path
between transducer and target (presumably located near the
focal region for optimal resolution) does not include a long,
attenuating, intervening tissue layer include examinations
of the
testicles
and
breasts,
and
imaging
through
amniotic
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